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Nov 21/07 Scared of China,

ASEAN looks to integrate economy.
Southeast Asian countries are
pushing ahead with regional free
trade as they are scared of being
left behind by Asia’s economic
powerhouses, China and India,
government ministers told a
conference on Sunday. (Editors
note: the march to World
Government goes on)
NATURAL DISASTERS HAVE
QUADRUPLED IN TWO
DECADES; STUDY......More than
four times the number of natural
disasters are occurring now than
did two decades ago, British charity
Oxfam said in a study Sunday that
largely blamed global warming.
The world suffered about 120
natural disasters per year in the
early 1980's, which compared with
the current figure of about 500
per year, according to the report.
(Ed. Note, Read Mt. 24:7,8)
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Warning after Warning
Two thousand years ago Jesus warned the world that there would come a day of
cataclysmic judgments on the world. These judgments will precede His return to
the earth to set up the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.
Jesus called the last half of that seven year period, “The great tribulation period.”
(Matt 24:21) Jeremiah called it “the time of Jacob’s trouble.” (Jer. 30:7) Joel
called it “the day of the Lord”. (Joel 2:1)
Jesus tells us in Matt. 24:8, that there will be some beginning signs that will be a
warning of His coming, signs that appear even prior to the tribulation period.
Those signs are referred to in Luke 21: 25, 26 and Matt. 24: 5 – 7.
Today those signs are all about us; Todd Strandberg compiled the following list
of storms, just one of those signs.
2004 Japan was hit by a record number of typhoons.
2004 Florida was hit by a record number of hurricanes.
2004 Cyclone Catarina, 1st South Atlantic cyclone to reach hurricane strength.
2005 Katrina was the most costly hurricane in history.
2005 Rita was the most powerful Atlantic storm by barometric pressure.
2005 Atlantic hurricane watchers record 27 storms, the most ever in a season.
2006 Larry was the most powerful tropical system to hit Australia in 31 years.
2006 Monica topped Larry as the most intense cyclone ever to impact Australia.
2006 Typhoon Saomai was the most powerful storm to hit Communist China.
2006 Ioke, the first recorded Category 5 hurricane to develop in Central Pacific.
2007 Cyclone Gonu, strongest tropical cyclone on record in the Arabian Sea.
2007 The first time two Category 5 Atlantic storms made landfall in one season.
2007 The first time an Atlantic and Pacific hurricane hit on the same day.
2007 Humberto, fastest ever to go from depression to full-scale hurricane.
2007 Sidr, second-strongest storm to hit Bangladesh since records began.
I am reminded of Belshazzar’s party in Daniel 5. The party was in full swing
when the hand writing appeared on the wall announcing imminent judgment.
The party continued on until the judgment fell. Today the world is having a party
while the hand-writing on the wall is ignored.
Jesus gave us, in Matt. 24; the signs that would indicate that the Day of the Lord
is drawing near. Paul tells us when that day will come, 1 Thess. 5: 2, 3, after the
rapture of the Church. The obvious conclusion is that the signs of the coming
Day of the Lord also indicate the nearness of the rapture which precedes it.
The Bible tells us much about this coming Day of the Lord or the Tribulation
period. Early in the Tribulation period over ¼ of the Earth’s population will be
dead. By Revelation 9:15, another 1/3 will be killed, that means that by then,
over ½ of the population will be dead. After the bowl judgments, probably 2/3 of
the Earth’s people will be dead.
Jesus said, “except those days should be shortened, no flesh should be saved.”
This connects with what Paul said, “sudden destruction cometh upon them and
they shall not escape.” If only the World would realize what lies ahead.
Let’s look at the further warning signs Jesus gives in Matthew 24. The signs He
gives us are things that have always been in the World, but will appear in a more
intense and unusual way.
First Sign – War – “wars and rumours of wars” – Matt. 24: 6. We have always
had war in the world. Today we are seeing things about wars that the world has
never seen before. Remarkable things, unusual things, terrifying things, things
that prove the age is coming to a cataclysmic end. Laser guided bombs,
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supersonic bombers, missiles that can
reach any where with pinpoint
accuracy and nuclear bombs and
warheads.
Today ten or more nations have
stockpiled up to 100,000 nuclear
devices, all waiting to be used. There
are enough to burn up the world a
thousand times over.
Biological war, bubonic plague,
anthrax, etc. ready to be used.
Chemical weapons that can destroy
the nervous system and kill in
seconds. Small amounts vaporized
over cities can wipe out whole
populations. All are ready to be loaded
into missiles and quickly devastate.
These represent the signs Jesus gave
which are a warning that the time is at
hand, the stage is being set.
Second Sign – Famines – “and there
shall be famines” Matt. 24:7. We hear
today of scenarios that warn of
famine. There is a new variety of
wheat rust, threatening crop loss and
the loss of honey bees which will
prevent the cross-pollination of crops.
We hear of global warming with great
crop loss and rats in India multiplying
by the billions, threatening crops.
Nuclear war would create devastating
crop loss. All of these prospects are
staring us in the face as never before.
Third Sign – Pestilence – Matt. 24:7.
Pestilence equals disease of epidemic
proportions, pandemics. Biologists
have discovered 3,000 new viruses,
96% of them they know little or
nothing about. Each has the potential
to mutate and start a pandemic.
Fourth Sign – Earthquakes – “and
earthquakes in divers (various)
places.” Matt. 24:7. Earthquakes now
shake our world 500,000 times a
year; major earthquakes are on the
increase. The Christmas day Tsunami
was caused by a great earthquake
that scientists tell us, vibrated our
Earth for weeks and actually tilted
Earth’s Axis slightly.
It is amazing that governments,
politicians, doctors, scientists and the
media are sounding alarms about the
signs Jesus gave concerning His return
to the Earth.
What is God’s purpose for the
tribulation period?
First – to punish sinners and remove
them from this earth, in the same way
He did with the flood. (Isa. 13:9, 11,
13, Ps. 7:11).

Second – to bring about a world-wide
revival (Matt. 24:14, Rev. 7:9, 10) The
Lord will raise up 144,000 witnesses
to preach the gospel and multitudes
will be saved.
Third – to redeem Israel (Zech. 13: 8,
9) the Lord will separate the believing
in Israel from the unbelieving.
Fourth – to judge and destroy
apostate religion. All down through
the Church age there has been
apostate Christianity. That which
claims to represent Christ, but that
which opposes and attacks the true
Church.
As the Tribulation Period begins,
apostate Christianity will continue to
grow and fill the whole Earth. At the
mid-trib point, God is going to use
antichrist to destroy counterfeit
Christianity (Rev. 17: 15-17).
All of the prospects of the coming
Tribulation Period ought to help us
gain a right perspective about:
1. the poor unsaved souls around us
2. God’s hatred of sin
3. God’s grand and glorious
purposes that are soon to unfold.
“Whosoever therefore will confess me
before men, him will I confess before
My Father which is in Heaven. But
whosoever shall deny me before men,
him will I also deny before My Father
which is in Heaven.” Matt. 10: 32, 33

More
Warnings
Jeremiah lived and preached in
an hour when there was no good
news. Judah was about to be
destroyed by the Babylonians.
The people said to Jeremiah, say
some nice things to us, give us
some good news. I am sure that it
grieved the heart of Jeremiah
that he had nothing but bad
news for his contemporaries.
I feel that way today, apart from
the good news of the Gospel
(and that is Wonderful news that
we should be sounding out
everywhere) there is no good
news for our society. In fact the
world situation is growing more
desperate by the hour.
Today we are told that Lebanon
is a powder keg. We are told that
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an electoral deadlock over a
new leader is coming to a climax,
threatening to upset an 18 year
old factional truce and ignite a
new civil war that will add one
more explosive ingredient to the
middle east instability.
In Pakistan, Al-Qaida and Islamist
militants are controlling more and
more of the country. There is a
very real possibility that they
could seize control of the country.
NATO is very concerned and
talking about sending troops into
Pakistan. If the Islamists take
control they would gain access to
Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal. Those
nuclear weapons could quickly
find their way into the hands of
rogue nations like Iran and Syria.
In Iran, Mahmoud Amadinejad is
more belligerent by the day as he
gets nearer and nearer to nuclear
weapons. America has laid plans
to bomb Iran’s nuclear facilities.
What will the repercussions be?
Will oil go to $200 a barrel? Could
our economy survive?
When we turn to China, we read
of a congressional report that
says the US military is vulnerable to
China’s advanced war-fighting
systems,
including
space
weapons and computer attacks
that would be used in a conflict
over
Taiwan,
which
seems
inevitable.
In Israel they seem intent on
negotiating away the West Bank,
Hamas is planning to overrun the
West Bank and take it over from
Fatah as they did in Gaza. That
would make the peace process a
total disaster and Israel’s position
would go from bad to worse.
In the US it has been revealed
that terrorist moles have infiltrated
into the US government.
Then we have the ominous threat
of a collapse of the US dollar,
which could turn America into a
third world country in a relatively
short order. Biznetdaily.com has
reported that “hundreds of banks
are threatened by a new sub
prime crisis”. The story continued,
“the reserves of hundreds of
banks are at risk, including some
major banks, after a little noticed
Federal court decision signaled
the crisis in securitized home

mortgages could spell much
more
trouble
for
financial
institutions
than
previously
realized.”
We are heading toward the final
hour of the present age of grace
in which we live.
We have read the last chapter of
the book and we know what lies
ahead. The trumpet will soon
sound, then a great false peace
will arise, but it will be temporary
and be swallowed up in the great
“Day of the Lord” judgment.

Other
Warnings
Over 2.600 years ago, the prophetic
Scriptures described scenarios that
would appear on the world scene in
the last days.
In Zechariah 12:2 the Lord said
through the prophet that in the last
days, “I will make Jerusalem a cup
of trembling unto all peoples round
about.” In verse three the prophet
says, “in that day I will make
Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all
peoples; all that burden themselves
with it shall be cut in pieces”.
Today the UN, the US, the EU and
all of the nations of the world are
obsessed
with
the
problems
surrounding Jerusalem and Israel.
The whole world is contesting
Israel’s right to the land God has
given to her.
Today, 2,600 years later, Jerusalem
is a burdensome stone and a cup
trembling to the nations. I believe
this is a warning sign to the world.
This is a warning of judgment to
come on a world that defies God
concerning Israel and the land God
has given to her (Gen. 12:3, Joel
3:2).
How can the world miss the clear
teachings of God’s Word? God’s
Word declared 2600-3500 years ago
that He would chasten Israel for
unbelief and disobedience. He
warned that He would scatter them to
the four corners of the Earth. The
same God said, that after a long

period of time He would bring them
back again to their own land. (Hosea
3: 4, 5)
Only willful blindness can fail to see
the hand of God in all of this, and
fail to recognize there is warning in
this to a rebellious world.

God’s Warning
to America
America
(This article excerpted from
Backtothebiblebelievers.com)
The following events paint a picture of
hypocrisy and hostility against Israel and
defiance against the Word of God,
beginning with President George H. Bush
in 1991. Immediately following these
political assaults against Israel, occur
some of the most catastrophic disasters
in the history of the United States. To
ascribe the disasters at these precise
hours as coincident or random chance
breaks the sound barrier of statistical
probability. The possibility of these
many major catastrophes happening by
haphazard chance at these precise times
is simply impossible.
30-Oct-91 The Oslo Accord
President George H. Bush promoted and
proudly signed the infamous Oslo Accord
at the Madrid Peace Conference on 30Oct-91. The Oslo Accord was labeled a
“Land for Peace” accord which
demanded Israel award their land to the
Palestinian murderers and terrorists in
exchange for peace. The perverse Oslo
proposition was simple: give us your
land and we will stop killing you.
31-Oct-91 The Perfect Storm Hits
A very rare huge storm starting in the
north Atlantic. This storm was so
unusual and contrary to “mother
nature” it was immortalized by the book
“The Perfect Storm” by Sebastian
Junger.
Interestingly, one of the first places the
Perfect Storm hit was Kennebunkport,
Maine. Waves over 30 foot demolished
the home of guess who – President
George H. Bush, the instigator of the
Oslo Accord.
23-Aug-92 - Madrid “Land for Peace”
A year later, President Bush literally
picked up the pieces from Oslo
attempting to rob Israel again. Meeting
in Washington D.C., Bush and crew again
attempted to “sell” the fictitious Madrid
“Land for Peace” agreement.
24-Aug-92 Hurricane Andrew Visits
Florida
Hurricane Andrew smashes and crashes
into Florida. Andrew causes over $30
billion in damage while destroying over
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180,000 homes. At that time, Andrew
was the worst natural disaster ever to
hit America.
16-Jan-94 Cinton meets with Assad
President Clinton meets with terrorist
and Israel hater Syria’s President Hafez
el-Assad in Geneva. They talk about a
peace agreement with Israel that
includes Israel giving up the Golan
Heights.
17-Jan-94 6.9 Earthquake
In less than 24 hours, a powerful 6.9
earthquake rocks Southern California.
This mysterious quake centered in
Northridge, is the second most
destructive natural disaster to hit the
United States, after Hurricane Andrew.
21-Jan-98 Netanyahu Snubbed
Israeli
Prime
Minister
Benjamin
Netanyahu meets with President Clinton
at the White House and is coldly
received. Clinton and Secretary of State
Madeleine Allbright refuse to have lunch
with him.
21-Jan-98 Monica Lewinsky Scandal
After Clinton’s rejection of Israeli Prime
Minister Netanyahu, later the very same
day, the Monica Lewinsky scandal breaks
out, destroying the Clinton presidency
and resulting in his impeachment.
28-Sep-98 More Land for Peace
Secretary of State Madeleine Allbright
finishes the final details of an
agreement which requires Israel to
surrender 13% of Yesha (Judah and
Samaria). President Bill Clinton meets
with Yasser Arafat and Netanyahu at the
White House to finalize another Israel
“land for peace” hoodwink. Later,
Arafat addresses the United Nations and
declares an independent Palestinian
state by May 1999.
28-Sep-98 – Hurricane George
Hurricane George blasts the Gulf Coast
with 110 mph winds and gusts up to 175
mph. The hurricane hit the coast and
stalled until the agreement was
finalized and Arafat addressed the UN.
Then it hit and caused $1 billion in
damage. At the exact time that Arafat
departs the US, the storm begins to
dissipate.
15-Oct-98 Netanyahu Talks
Arafat and Netanyahu meet at the Wye
River Plantation in Maryland. The talks
are scheduled to last five days with the
focus on Israel giving up 13% of Yesha.
The talks are extended and conclude on
October 23.
17-Oct-98 Tornadoes hit Texas
On October 17 heavy storms and
tornadoes hit southern Texas. The San
Antonio area is deluged with rain. The
rain and flooding in Texas continue until
October 22 and then subside. The floods
ravage 25% of Texas and leave over one
billion dollars in damage. On October 21

Clinton declares this section of Texas a
major disaster area.
08-Jun-01 “Roadmap to Peace”
President George W. Bush sends
Secretary Tenet to Jerusalem to
promote his “Roadmap to Peace”, the
continuation of the failed Oslo Accord.
08-Jun-01 Tropical Storm Allison
Tropical storm Allison hits Texas, the
home state of President George W.
Bush. Allison causes over $7 billion in
damage and closes George Bush Airport
for two days. Allison continues for five
long
days.
When
Tenet
leaves
Jerusalem, Allison settles down.
The following series of events during
August and September of 2001 preceded
history’s deadliest terrorist attack.
23-Aug-01 President George W. Bush
rips Yasser Arafat on CNN. Bush suggests
that Arafat “put 100%” effort into
stopping terrorism” if he wants Israel to
negotiate. Saudi leader Abdullah is
incensed. He tells Ambassador Bandar to
immediately leave the US because Bush
supports Israel.
27-Aug-01 On his way out, Bandar
meets with Condi Rice while Bush is on
vacation. Bandar tells Rice how
unacceptable Bush’s comments were,
threatens to withhold oil, and says that
he’s leaving in disgust. Condi reports to
President Bush, who immediately issues
a written letter to Bandar stating that
“Palestinian people have the right to
live in their own state in their own
homeland.”
07-Sep-01 Eleven days later, a jubilant
Bandar returns to America and meets
with Bush, Cheney, Rice and Powell to
hammer out the details and announce to
the world the creation of the Palestinian
State. The negotiations and details
continue until Sep. 9, 2001.
10-Sep-01 Bandar and crew finish
President Bush’s plans to create a
Palestinian nation in Israel in 2005.
Bandar calls his offices to inform them
the agreement is finally finished.
11-Sep-01 Terrorists explode into the
World Trade Center.
23-Aug-05
Israel
completed
the
evacuation of the Gaza Strip and gave it
to the Palestinians. The Gaza Strip
evacuation came directly from President
Bush’s “Roadmap to Peace”.
23-Aug-05 Tropical Storm Katrina
appears. A small insignificant tropical
storm slowly appeared in the Atlantic
below the Bahamas named Katrina.
From her beginning meteorologists
stated the US had nothing to fear.
Katrina packed little punch, plus the
computer forecasts kept Katrina calmly
corralled in the Atlantic.
Defying computer models, Katrina
turned south-east, scraped the south tip

of Florida and then with the vengeance
of a runaway freight train, Katrina took
an unexpected turn into the warm Gulf
Coast. Meteorologists tracking Katrina’s
unusual path labeled Katrina one of
history’s most bizarre hurricanes.
29-Aug-05 Katrina raced directly toward
New Orleans, harnessing deadly strength
every moment. When Katrina ended her
deadly mission America suffered the
worst disaster in her storied history.
During the month of August 2005, with
unparalleled pressure from the United
States dreaded D-Day came. Over 8.500
begging Jewish settlers were forcibly
removed from the Gaza Strip. At the
orders of the United States and against
the protest of the Israeli government,
bulldozers came and demolished their
homes. The land was then given to
terrorists who celebrated and shouted,
“Death to Israel”.
After the Gaza Strip debacle, US
Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice
immediately began urging Israel to
vacate the West Bank. “Everyone has
compassion for what the Israelis are
going through right now, but, it can’t
stop with the Gaza Strip.”
Going back to those US ordered
bulldozers destroying the Jewish homes
in the Gaza Strip, as I saw the thousands
and thousands of United States citizens
being evacuated from their land around
New Orleans my mind could not keep
from remembering the Jewish people
crying and literally begging to stay in
their land. America found no mercy for
the Jewish people …
If America continues to blatantly defy
the Word of God with their hostility and
hypocrisy toward God’s heritage, Israel,
buckle up … you ain’t seen nothin’ yet.

Rabbis Warn Bush: Annapolis
will bring Destruction to US
A group of right-wing Rabbis write an
open letter to US President demanding
he cancel the Annapolis Summit or risk
provoking the “wrath of the Almighty”.
Rabbis assert Katrina disaster a result
of America’s support of 2005
disengagement, say California fires a
warning. A fringe group of prominent
ultranationalist
rabbis
issued
a
harshly-worded letter to the United
States President George W. Bush
earlier this week, warning him that the
upcoming Annapolis Peace Conference
would bring destruction upon America.
“They have said, come, and let us cut
them off from being a nation; that the
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name of Israel may be no more in
remembrance…” Ps 83:4
“So persecute them with thy tempest,
and make them afraid with thy storm.”
Ps 83:15
“And I will bless them that bless thee,
and curse him that curseth thee.” Gen
12:3

The Presence of God
“The
The righteous shall give thanks …
the upright shall dwell in Thy
presence.”
presence. Psalm 140:13
The spiritual giants of old were
those who at some time became
acutely conscious of the presence of
God. They maintained that
consciousness for the rest of their
lives.
How, otherwise, can the saints and
prophets be explained? How,
otherwise, can we account for the
amazing power for good they have
exercised over countless generations?
Is it not that indeed they have
become friends of God? Is it not that
they walked in conscious communion
with the real Presence and addressed
their prayers to God with the artless
conviction that they were truly
addressing Someone actually there?
Let me say it again, for certainly it
is no secret; we do God more honor
in believing what He has said about
Himself and coming boldly to His
throne of grace than by hiding in a
self-conscious humility!
Those unlikely men chosen by our
Lord as His closest disciples might
well have hesitated to claim
friendship with Christ. But Jesus
said to them, “You are my friends!”
-- A W Tozer

